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Leveraging Technology for Visualization 
 

Thank you to everyone who joined us for the webcast on leveraging technology for visualization.  We received 

many great questions during the session and wanted to make sure everyone was able to see them; please see a list 

of questions and answers below.    

 

If you are interested in learning more about our training classes, please visit 2020commercialtraining.webex.com 

or email commercial.training@2020spaces.com.   

Webcast Specific & Visual Materials 

Q1:  How do you know what size to save a material in visual materials as?  (Angela Werksman) 

Q2: When you create your own custom material, what ratio is best to use when creating in Visual Materials? 

(Melissa Eckert) 

A:  The size depends on what you are applying the material to.  For example, if it's a carpet tile and you know it 

should be a 24x24" tile, then your size should be 24” x 24”. 

 

Q:  I take pictures of customer’s carpet and bring that in.  But I can never get the correct size saved.  How do I 

know what size to save it as? (Angela Werksman) 

A:  That's tricky because it all depends on how much of the carpet you captured in the picture you took.  I would 

recommend opening your picture on your computer and cropping it down to the edges of a tile or # of tiles.  This 

way you know the size. If the image is not a carpet tile, maybe measure out a specific distance of the carpet with 

tape before taking the picture, then crop accordingly. 

 

Q:  Do you have a favorite place to go for Window Scenes?  Specifically panoramas for multiple windows? 

(Stephanie Ekberg) 
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A:  We don't have a specific place, but you can google something like “New York skyline" and when you find an 

image you like, click on "More Like this".Q:  Is there a benefit to not having a window material be set to “glass” or 

an “emitter”?  

A:  If you use “glass" it gets a transparency setting, so it won't appear.  It's really just a personal preference.  

"Emitter" shows sort of a “frosted” look in SQ and gets bright/clear in HQ and HQ+. 

 

Q:  How do I get the windows to show the city view? Every time I try to add the template it shows the same view in 

every window rather than a full panoramic view. 

A: Vanessa covered this at length in this session. The best thing to do is to watch the video for accurate 

instructions. 

 

Q:  Is there a way to share your custom materials folder with other users, i.e. designers in our office on different 

computers? (Briana Mcgrade) 

A: You can give your materials files to others for their use, all of the material files are in a folder next to your 

projects folder. At this time you cannot share them if you mean putting them in one location and have multiple 

people adding to them. We have palette sharing in as a feature request.  

 

Q:  Can I know where I can split my image? (Marjorie Nicho) 

A: It is a separate website. http://imagesplitter.net/ 

 

Q:  Is there a benefit to using Publisher vs a PowerPoint? I'm not very familiar with Publisher. (Stephanie Ekberg) 

A: It is just personal preference. I think Publisher has a few features that lend better to publishing documents and 

PowerPoint to live presentations. Up to you! 

Lighting 

Q:  How do you change lighting as sometimes mine turns out dark? (Angela Werksman) 
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A:  There are a couple ways to alter the lighting.  The light bulb icon on the bottom toolbar allows you to change 

the light intensity and tone (warm/cool).  Also in High Quality (HQ) mode the lighting is more accurate so it may be 

brighter.  You can also add more light-emitting lights to the scene to make it brighter, but be careful because 

sometimes adding too many lights has the reverse affect. 

 

Q:  How do you add more lights? (Kristi Romero) 

A: Lights are available under Room Items. There are many types of lights to choose, from ceiling to desk. 

 

Q:  Are you going to touch on lighting? That is what we are having most trouble with. (Taylor Vollmar) 

A: Not in this session. You may want to follow up with tech support for specific issues. 

Room Elements 

Q:  Sometimes when I add an accessory such as a computer monitor, I can't get it to lower/raise in the rendering. Is 

there a shortcut? (Melanie Browning) 

A:  It depends on where you add the computer monitor from. If you add the monitor in CAP Designer, make sure to 

use the Change 3D height command rather than just moving it to change the height.  You must use Change 3D 

Height for VI to show the change. Monitors added within VI can be moved by grabbing them by the up/down 

arrow and dragging them up or down. 

 

Q:  How did you build the dry wall bulk head below t-bar ceiling? (Naoko Staios) 

A: Within VI itself, you could try a Ceiling Box" or "Bulkhead" to see if it suits your needs. The one in Vanessa’s 

scene was a special that she created. 

 

Q:  Can you add people in the rendering? (Isabel Dunklin) 

A: Yes...there are people in the Extras menu in the Room activity. You can also add materials to them. 
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Q:  When I open the drawing in Visual Impression the size of the room is not showing the size that I drew.  The size 

is over and I used the room feature to bring the walls in.  I must be missing something? (Debra Hopkins) 

A: The size of the room should stay the same unless you add more furniture in the drawing. When you add more 

furniture, Visual Impression adjusts the walls to fit the furniture in your scene. 

 

Q:  How did she do that ceiling soffit and how did she change the finish on the pre-loaded drum pendant lights? 

(Katelyn Bryant) 

A:  The lamp and the ceiling box in Vanessa’s scenes were specials. 

 

Q:  Where do you find the bulkhead? I can’t find it, and I also noticed that I do not have a lot of the extras that 

these videos show on my program.  Can I update it? (Katelyn Bryant) 

A:  Bulkheads would be under Arch" when you have the "Room" activity selected at the top of VI.  If you are 

missing VI extras, there might be some sort of installation issue.  You should contact Support so they can properly 

troubleshoot the issue. 

 

Q:  How do you create columns? (Malyn Romero) 

A:  Columns are under “Arch" when you have the "Room" activity selected at the top of VI. 

 

Q:  How do you change the window size?  (Maggie Biggs) 

A: Select the window and then use the blue outline to resize it for width and height.  You'll be able to change it 

when the cursor changes to either a 4 point arrow or 2 point arrow. Sometimes it is easier to re-size the window in 

Side 2D view than in 3D View.  

 

Q:  How did you do the aisle runner?? (Brianne Klosterman) 

A:  There is a re-sizable “rug" in VI Extras that you can place and assign a material. 
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Q:  Is it possible to add baseboard in Visual Impression?  (Kristi Romero) 

A:  Yes!  Select the floor, in the properties pane (bottom right corner), there's an option to turn a base on, select 

your style. Once you select the style, you'll have the ability to change the finish of the base, as well; it is a separate 

tab in the materials pane (left side of your screen). 

 

Q:  How do you change the finish for the base molding? (Ysela Chacon) 

A: Select the floor and go to the Materials Activity. In the materials panel on the left, there is a tab for “molding” 

that allows you to select the finish. 

 

Q:  Where did you get the lights, the monitor screens and keyboards? (Ysela Chacon) 

A: They are available within the Room" activity. They're in different categories. You could also add some things in 

your design software (Cap or Giza). Adding them in VI gives you the ability to add ceiling lights that actually emit 

light. 

 

Q:  How to put a grid ceiling/ soffit? (Malyn Romero) 

A:  To change the ceiling to show a grid/suspended ceiling tiles, select the ceiling and in the materials pane, there's 

an option for Textures.  Select the pattern you like best.   

 

Q:  How do you change ceilings styles? (Nancy Solis) 

A:  To change ceiling styles, select the ceiling and then you can change the color, or apply a texture... which 

included ceiling tiles. You can also create a visual material and use it on the ceiling, going through palettes. 

Mobile 

Q:  Where can I download the Visual Impression Mobile? (Isabel Dunklin) 

A: Visual Impression Mobile is only available for the iPad and you can download it from the Apple App Store. Just 

search for Visual Impression. 
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Q:  Can you import the worksheet report into the mobile mode? (John Sabatini) 

A: Good question. If you save your worksheet as a PDF you can bring it into Visual Impression Mobile as a 

complementary file. 

Enriched Data 

Q:  On my Visual Impression very few finishes populate on the furniture. In particular, stain colors & frame colors.  

Only some stain colors and fabrics are automatic and I generally have to use advanced materials for most pieces of 

furniture. (Debra Hopkins) 

A: The automatic assignment of finishes depends on the manufacturer you are using. Some manufacturers are only 

partially “enriched” which means that only some finishes are available. It sounds like that may be what you are 

running into. There is a list of enriched manufacturers that goes out every month. Check that for the 

manufacturers you are trying to use. If you find something that should be enriched that is not, you can call 2020 

support for more information. 

 

Q:  Will there be any work done on placing colors on the furniture? (Kevin O'Brien) 

A: We are always working with manufacturers to extend our offering of enriched data for Visual Impression. 

 

Q:  Do manufacturers need to have enriched content to be available for Visual Impression?  How do you become 

an "enriched content" manufacturer? (Wendy Deluca) 

A: Yes...we work with the manufacturers to supply the material images and layer mapping we need to allow the 

finishes to apply automatically. Some manufacturers are more eager to do this than others. You can suggest to 

your manufacturer that you would like their products to work in Visual Impression. 

General 

Q:  Can you import all your finishes in Visual Impressions to your worksheet? (Ysela Chacon) 
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A: It depends on what you are looking for. You can't bring them over as .jpg images, but you can assign finishes in 

VI and push them back to Worksheet. To clarify, you can load VI from Worksheet with no finishes applied. You can 

apply all of your finishes visually in VI and save them back to assign in Worksheet. 

 

Q:  My V.I. doesn't have any standard flooring finishes or architectural elements available to use.  It shows the 

name of which each is, but there aren't any swatches associated to use.  Am I missing a step to access these? (Kate 

Hartfeld) 

A: This sounds like it might be an installation issue. I would contact 2020 Commercial Support at 800-638-6002 or 

commercial.support@2020spaces.com 

 

Q:  What's the best number to call if you have questions while working in Visual Impression? (Jessica Sharon) 

A: You can call tech support at 800-638-6002. 

 

Q:  If I have Giza what is the cost to add the Visual Impression? (Scott Waddell) 

A: Please contact 2020 Commercial Sales for a quote specific to your dealership and the number of licenses that 

you already own. 

 

Q:  I use 2020 not AutoCAD, can I use this Visual Impressions with my software? (Michelle Beaudoin) 

A:  Visual Impression reads files created from 2020 Cap or 2020 Giza.  If a worksheet was created from either 2020 

Cap or 2020 Giza, then you can open that worksheet in Visual Impression. 

 

Q:  When you save a Visual Impression image as a JPEG sometimes it saves it as a hyperlink.  Do you know why it 

does this? (Jessica Sharon) 

A:  We haven't seen that before.  When happens please contact commercial support at 1-800-638-6002 to 

troubleshoot the issue. 
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